SERVICE DETAILS

MORESI.COM/HYBRID-INFSTRACTURE

Go Hybrid with Azure
The solution to start building your hybrid and hyperconverged infrastructure with Azure Stack HCI.

As a Gold Microsoft partner and owner of a fully internally managed Data Center, Moresi.com is the ideal partner for the design and implementation of Hybrid solutions. In fact, a Hybrid Data Center model allows
organizations to take full advantage of each approach - cloud and on-premise - with the ability to split data and balance application workloads across servers and network infrastructures located in different
environments.
Azure Stack HCI is the new hyperconverged infrastructure operating system (HCI) deployed as an Azure service that offers the latest security and performance features. With Azure Stack HCI you can modernise
your infrastructure, consolidate virtualised workloads and increase efficiency. Moresi.com is able to support you throughout the entire solution lifecycle, from hardware design and procurement to the management
of "managed services" such as backups and network and security configurations in order to guarantee the solution's operability.

WHY CREATE A HYBRID
INFRASTRUCTURE WITH
AZURE STACK HCI

WHAT YOU GET WITH
MORESI.COM
ASSESSMENT

Scalability and cost savings

Simplified management

Flexible deployment

Modernise your infrastructure, consolidate virtualised workloads

Simplify operations by using an easy-to-manage HCI solution that

Select the deployment scenario that best suits your environment.

and get the efficiency of the on-premises cloud.

integrates with your environment and popular third-party

Choose optimised solutions available from a wide portfolio of

solutions.

hardware, software and utilities.
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Hardware
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Guidance on sizing and choice of certified hardware
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Infrastructure
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Solutions
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Plan

Configuring solutions within Azure Stack HCI such

Project plan for Azure Stack HCI

as Azure Kubernetes Service, Azure Virtual

deployment within the customer's network

Desktop, Azure Site Recovery, Azure ARC

or Moresi.com Data Center

Guideline

Architectural design for the deployment of a secure

Guidelines and best practices for managing

and highly reliable Azure Stack HCI infrastructure

Azure Stack HCI both from an on-premise
environment and via Azure Portal

It’s all about data.

